Fennel Tea

Preparation:

Bottle / cup for infants:
Sprinkle ½ teaspoon (2 g) into a bottle or a cup with 100 ml freshly boiled warm or cold water and stir. Cool down to the baby's drinking temperature (approx. 37 °C). Check the temperature.

Cup for toddlers:
Sprinkle 1 teaspoon (4 g) into a cup with 200 ml freshly boiled warm or cold water and stir. Cool down to the baby's drinking temperature (approx. 37 °C). Check the temperature.

Always prepare the tea freshly and do not sweeten additionally!

Fennel is known as a mild and agreeable herb. Fennel has been used for baby food at all times. HiPP Fennel Tea is a tasty Fennel Tea Beverage for babies, toddlers and school children. This tea is suitable for supplementary liquid supply – if required, e.g. in case of perspiration or the change to complementary food from 4 to 6 months.

Preparation for a Fennel Tea Beverage

This drink contains carbohydrates. Frequent or constant contact of your baby’s teeth with liquids containing carbohydrates may lead to tooth decay and result in further health problems.

No prolonged sucking!
Each beverage may damage teeth (caries) caused by frequent or prolonged sucking on the bottle. Therefore: Do not leave the bottle to your baby for prolonged sucking and do not use the bottle as a pacifier or as an aid to help your baby fall asleep. Always hold the bottle yourself when feeding your baby and let your baby drink quickly. Please ensure regular dental care from your baby’s first tooth. Encourage your baby to get used to drinking from a cup from the 8th month.

Fennel Tea

Ingredients:
Dextrose, fennel extract.

Standard solution:
100 ml drinking water and 2 g HiPP Fennel Tea.

Store in a dry place at room temperature. If properly stored, the originally sealed pack is best before: see bottom of the tin.

This product left our house in perfect condition – please make sure the packaging is undamaged before using it.

Preparation for a Fennel Tea Beverage

composition per 100 g

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>1,564 kJ</th>
<th>368 kcal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fat (of which)</td>
<td>&lt; 1 g</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbohydrate (of which)</td>
<td>92 g</td>
<td>1.8 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sugars</td>
<td>91 g</td>
<td>1.8 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein</td>
<td>&lt; 1 g</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt*</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05 g</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* calculated from the natural amount of ingredients

Best quality for your baby

- no added colouring*
- no artificial flavouring
- no preservatives*
- gluten-free
- no added dairy products
- few, accurately assorted ingredients* as required by law
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No prolonged sucking!
Each beverage may damage teeth (caries) caused by frequent or prolonged sucking on the bottle. Therefore: Do not leave the bottle to your baby for prolonged sucking and do not use the bottle as a pacifier or as an aid to help your baby fall asleep. Always hold the bottle yourself when feeding your baby and let your baby drink quickly. Please ensure regular dental care from your baby’s first tooth. Encourage your baby to get used to drinking from a cup from the 8th month.

Exporter:
HiPP GmbH & Co. Export KG, Theresienthalstraße 68, 4810 Gmunden, Austria

Producer:
DOMACO Dr. med. Aufermaur AG, Weststrasse 16, 5426 Lengnau, Switzerland

Mildly sweetened contains 1.8 g HiPP per 100 ml

Contains 1.8 g sugar per 100 ml

mildly sweetened

No prolonged sucking!
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გამოქვავთ ნანი (ჰომეოპათიური კონცენტრატები)

გარეშე რაიანამ კონცენტრატები მიღებულია შაბზედებული ქსელით და გამოიყენება პროფესიული თერაპიის საშუალებით. ნები გამოსახულია და გამოყავით სრული ზეთის ფორმულები. როგორც მიჩნივია, -
- 8 გრამი შავი სლაიმ
- 6 გრამი ჩიხუბერი
- 2 გრანულა გრამმთ.

შავი სლაიმი და ჩიხუბერი: სწორი გამოჭრილი წითელი ზეთით. 
10ml = 160 რეგ. სჭირდება, რაც გამოიზრდება - 10ml ცილმგ. შავი სლაიმი და ჩიხუბერი: 900ml წითელი ბაღი შესაძლო, რაც გამოიზრდება - 1 ჰომეპ. ზეთით.

ბაღის და ჭურჭუმით: 100მლ დარტული ბაღით. მეორე სარგებლობით: 100მეგ. ბაღის და ჭურჭუმით:
- 3 მოლ. ნავიკვარი ბაღით.
- 1 ჰომეპ. ზეთით.
- 3 მოლ. ფერაგვით.
- 3 მოლ. რძეთ.

Hipp GmbH & Co. KG, 48110 Nippes, გერმანია. გინემა სამეტრი ზეთით და ჭურჭუმით. ზეთით 10ml. დათუ განთავისუფლებულ. DOMACO Dr. med. Aufdermauer AG, CH-5426 გერმანია. გამოვიყენებულ გინემა სამეტრი ზეთით და ჭურჭუმით.